The process begins with our team listening to your specific workforce needs. TNTrained will learn your company’s culture, skill requirements, and staffing needs to build the foundation that will support all aspects of future training.

We design a custom curriculum for your business training based on the industry-identified skills. It is the goal of TNTrained to underscore the company’s culture, skills, and expectations.

TNTrained institutions will create a delivery plan of action customized to the needs of the industry. Location, timeline and content will all be developed around specific industry need.

TNTrained is committed to ensuring the best-in-class training programs are supported by consistent and transparent evaluation of skills attainment. Industry feedback and data-driven metrics will drive the continuous improvement process.

COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Dyersburg
Elizabeth Jude
ejude@dscc.edu

Jackson
Kimberly Johnson
kjohnson75@jscc.edu

Southwest
Anita Brackin
abrackin1@southwest.tn.edu

TECHNICAL COLLEGES

Crump
Stephen Milligan
stephen.milligan@tcatcrump.edu

Covington
Youulanda Jones
yjones@tcatcovington.edu

Jackson
Jeff Sisk
jeff.sisk@tcatjackson.edu

McKenzie
Brad White
brad.white@tcatparis.edu

Memphis
Brad Gentry
brad.gentry@tcatmemphis.edu

Newbern
Youulanda Jones
yjones@tcatnewbern.edu

Paris
Brad White
brad.white@tcatparis.edu

Ripley
Youulanda Jones
yjones@tcatripley.edu

Whitsville
Jeff Sisk
jeff.sisk@tcatjackson.edu

WEST TENNESSEE
Deanna Morris-Stacey
Director of ECD Programs & Initiatives
615-366-3917 X403
Deanna.Stacey@tbr.edu
TNTrained, an initiative of the College System of Tennessee, is a system approach that provides new and expanding industry the full range of workforce development strategies that deliver customized training aimed at staffing businesses with the best-trained workforce. Regardless of the sector, TNTrained can provide workforce solutions that are designed to a company’s unique culture, skills, and processes. TNTrained provides a single point of contact to address all workforce needs. Whether there is a need for specific job training, leadership development, or workforce consultation, this system approach is the most adaptive approach in the country.

*Not all services are included. Please contact campus for detailed information. See TBR Fact Book for current award/completion rate details.
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Serving 140,000+ students system-wide
40 Community and Technical Colleges, 1 System of Higher Education

175+
Statewide Teaching Locations

640+
Programs of Study

50+
Occupational Programs

82% TCAT Completion Rate*

89% TCAT Job Placement*

Provided Training for 830 Companies*

22,958 Credentials Awarded*

*Not all services are included. Please contact campus for detailed information. See TBR Fact Book for current award/completion rate details.